1 Overall quality at a glance i ○
The following experimental techniques were used to determine the structure:
X-RAY DIFFRACTION
The reported resolution of this entry is 2.30 Å.
Percentile scores (ranging between 0-100) for global validation metrics of the entry are shown in the following graphic. The table shows the number of entries on which the scores are based. The table below summarises the geometric issues observed across the polymeric chains and their fit to the electron density. The red, orange, yellow and green segments on the lower bar indicate the fraction of residues that contain outliers for >=3, 2, 1 and 0 types of geometric quality criteria. A grey segment represents the fraction of residues that are not modelled. The numeric value for each fraction is indicated below the corresponding segment, with a dot representing fractions <=5% The upper red bar (where present) indicates the fraction of residues that have poor fit to the electron density. The numeric value is given above the bar.
Metric
Note EDS was not executed.
Mol Chain Length Quality of chain

A 355
2 Entry composition i ○ There are 4 unique types of molecules in this entry. The entry contains 2849 atoms, of which 0 are hydrogens and 0 are deuteriums.
In the tables below, the ZeroOcc column contains the number of atoms modelled with zero occupancy, the AltConf column contains the number of residues with at least one atom in alternate conformation and the Trace column contains the number of residues modelled with at most 2 atoms.
• Residues are color-coded according to the number of geometric quality criteria for which they contain at least one outlier: green = 0, yellow = 1, orange = 2 and red = 3 or more. A red dot above a residue indicates a poor fit to the electron density (RSRZ > 2). Stretches of 2 or more consecutive residues without any outlier are shown as a green connector. Residues present in the sample, but not in the model, are shown in grey.
• Molecule 1: KINESIN HEAVY CHAIN Chain A: I76  Y96  G100  T101  S102  P106  R109  I112  I119  T133  Y138  Y142  R145  L150  A151  P152   D155  N156  I175  Y176  V177  Q181  E182  V183  G190  G191  N192  A193  R194  Q203  S210  I216  T217  Q218  K219  K227  L231  F232  L233  V234  D235  V242  G243  K244  T245  G246  Q250  T251  L252  E253  E254  A255  K256  K257  I258  N259  K260  S261  L262  S263  A264  L265  I269   R283  D284  S285  S294  L295  C307  T317  K328  K335  V336  N337  A338  E339  L340  S341  P342  A343  E344  L345  K346  Q347  M348  L349  A350  K351  A352  K353  T354  Q355 4 Data and refinement statistics i ○ Xtriage (Phenix) and EDS were not executed -this section is therefore incomplete. The Z score for a bond length (or angle) is the number of standard deviations the observed value is removed from the expected value. A bond length (or angle) with |Z| > 5 is considered an outlier worth inspection. RMSZ is the root-mean-square of all Z scores of the bond lengths (or angles).
Mol Chain Bond lengths Bond angles
There are no bond length outliers.
There are no bond angle outliers.
There are no chirality outliers.
There are no planarity outliers.
Too-close contacts i ○
In the following table, the Non-H and H(model) columns list the number of non-hydrogen atoms and hydrogen atoms in the chain respectively. The H(added) column lists the number of hydrogen atoms added and optimized by MolProbity. The Clashes column lists the number of clashes within the asymmetric unit, whereas Symm-Clashes lists symmetry related clashes. The all-atom clashscore is defined as the number of clashes found per 1000 atoms (including hydrogen atoms). The all-atom clashscore for this structure is 20.
Mol Chain Non-H H(model) H(added) Clashes Symm-Clashes
All (110) There are no symmetry-related clashes.
Torsion angles i ○
Protein backbone i ○
In the following table, the Percentiles column shows the percent Ramachandran outliers of the chain as a percentile score with respect to all X-ray entries followed by that with respect to entries of similar resolution.
The Analysed column shows the number of residues for which the backbone conformation was analysed, and the total number of residues. In the following table, the Percentiles column shows the percent sidechain outliers of the chain as a percentile score with respect to all X-ray entries followed by that with respect to entries of similar resolution.
The Analysed column shows the number of residues for which the sidechain conformation was analysed, and the total number of residues. 5.4 Non-standard residues in protein, DNA, RNA chains i ○ There are no non-standard protein/DNA/RNA residues in this entry.
Mol Chain Analysed Rotameric Outliers Percentiles
Carbohydrates i ○
There are no carbohydrates in this entry.
Ligand geometry i ○
Of 2 ligands modelled in this entry, 1 is monoatomic -leaving 1 for Mogul analysis.
In the following table, the Counts columns list the number of bonds (or angles) for which Mogul statistics could be retrieved, the number of bonds (or angles) that are observed in the model and the number of bonds (or angles) that are defined in the Chemical Component Dictionary. The Link column lists molecule types, if any, to which the group is linked. The Z score for a bond length (or angle) is the number of standard deviations the observed value is removed from the expected value. A bond length (or angle) with |Z| > 2 is considered an outlier worth inspection. RMSZ is the root-mean-square of all Z scores of the bond lengths (or angles). There are no chirality outliers.
There are no torsion outliers.
There are no ring outliers.
No monomer is involved in short contacts.
Other polymers i ○
There are no such residues in this entry.
Polymer linkage issues i ○
There are no chain breaks in this entry.
